Introduction
Let X be a proper scheme over the field F of functions meromorphic in an open neighborhood of zero in the complex plane C. The scheme X gives rise to a proper morphism of complex analytic spaces X h → D * = D\{0}, where D is an open disc with center at zero (see §3). It is well known that, after shrinking the disc D (and replacing X h by its preimage), the cohomology groups H i (X h t , Z) of the fiber X h t at a point t ∈ D * form a local system of finitely generated abelian groups, and that the corresponding action of the fundamental group π 1 (D * , Z) admits a mixed Hodge structure, which is the limit (in a certain sense) of the above variation of mixed Hodge structures on D * (see [GNPP, Exp. IV, Theorem 7.4] ). One of the purposes of this paper is to describe the weight zero subspace W 0 H i (X h , Q) in terms of non-Archimedean analytic geometry. Let K be the completion of the discrete valuation field F , and fix a corresponding multiplicative valuation on it. The scheme X gives rise to a proper K-analytic space X an = (X ⊗ F K) an in the sense of [Ber1] and [Ber2] . Recall that, as a topological space, X an is compact and locally arcwise connected, and the topological dimension of X an is equal to the dimension of X . If X is smooth, then X an is even locally contractible. Furthermore, let
an , where K a is the completion of the algebraic closure K a of K, which corresponds to the universal covering D * → D * . Recall that the cohomology groups H i (X an , Z) of the underlying topological space of X an are finitely generated, and there is a finite extension K of K in K a such that they coincide with H i ((X ⊗ F K ) an , Z) for any finite extension K of K in K a (see [Ber5, 10.1] 
The mixed Hodge theory (see [St, p. 247] , [Ill, p. 29] ) provides an upper bound on the dimension of the space on the right hand side, which implies the following bound on that of the left hand side
The equality is achieved for a totally degenerate family of abelian varieties (see [Ber1, §6] ), and for a totally degenerate family of Calabi-Yau varieties (in the strong sense). In the latter example, X an has rational cohomology of the sphere of dimension dim(X ), and is simply connected (see Remark 4.4(ii)).
In fact X An is the underlying topological space of an analytic space over a commutative Banach ring. The idea of such an object was introduced in [Ber1, §1.5] , and developed there in detail in the case when the Banach ring is a non-Archimedean field. The spaces considered in this paper are defined over the field of complex numbers C provided with the following Banach norm: ||a|| = max{|a| ∞ , |a| 0 } for a ∈ C, where | | ∞ is the usual Archimedean valuation, and | | 0 is the trivial valuation (i.e., |a| 0 = 1 for a = 0). One has [0, 1] , and λ −1 (0) is a non-Archimedean analytic space over the field C provided with the trivial valuation | | 0 . Thus, the space X An incorporates both complex analytic and non-Archimedean analytic spaces, and the result on a non-Archimedean interpretation of the weight zero subspaces is evidence that analytic spaces over (C, || ||) are worth studying.
In §1, we recall a construction from [Ber1, §1] that associates with an algebraic variety over a commutative Banach ring k the underlying topological space of a k-analytic space. We do not develop a theory of k-analytic spaces, but restrict ourselves with establishing basic properties necessary for this paper. In §2, we specify our study for the field C provided with the above Banach norm || ||, and prove a particular case of the main result from §4. Let O C,0 be the local ring of functions analytic in an open neighborhood of zero in C. In §3, we associate with an algebraic variety X over O C,0 analytic spaces of three types: a complex analytic space X h , a (C, || ||)-analytic space X An , and a (C, | | 0 )-analytic space X An 0 . All three spaces are provided with a morphism to the corresponding open discs, and are closely interrelated. The construction gives rise to a commutative diagram of maps between topological spaces. In §4, we prove our main result (Theorem 4.1) which states that, if X is proper over O C,0 , the homomorphisms between integral cohomology groups induced by certain maps from that diagram are isomorphisms. Essential ingredients of the proof are C. H. Clemens's results from [Cle] and similar results from [Ber5] . If X is strictly semi-stable over O C,0 , the former provide a strong deformation retraction of X h to its fiber X h s at zero, and the latter provide a similar homotopy description of the non-Archimedean space X An 0 . In §5, we prove Theorem 5.1 which was already formulated.
We want to emphasize that the above result is an analog of the description of the weight zero subspaces of l-adicétale cohomology groups of algebraic varieties defined over a local field in terms of cohomology groups of the associated non-Archimedean spaces (see [Ber6] ). All of these results are evidence for the fact that the underlying topological space of the non-Archimedean analytic space associated with an algebraic variety somehow represents the weight zero part of the mixed motive of the variety.
I am very grateful to Johannes Nicaise for pointing out a mistake in a previous version of Theorem 4.1, and to the referee for many corrections and suggestions that significantly improved the paper.
1 Topological spaces associated with algebraic varieties over a commutative Banach ring Let k be a commutative Banach ring, i.e., a commutative ring provided with a Banach norm || || and complete with respect to it. For an affine scheme X = Spec(A) of finite type over k, let X An denote the set of all nonzero multiplicative seminorms | | : A → R + on the ring A whose restriction to k is bounded with respect to the norm || ||. The set X An is provided with the weakest topology with respect to which all real valued functions of the form | | → |f |, f ∈ A, are continuous. For a point x ∈ X An , the corresponding multiplicative seminorm | | x on A gives rise to a multiplicative norm on the integral domain A/Ker(| | x ) and, therefore, extends to a multiplicative norm on its field of fractions. The completion of the latter is denoted by H(x), and the image of an element f ∈ A under the corresponding character An . Given a point y ∈ U (resp. V), there exist ε, δ > 0 such that
is an open neighborhood of the point y in X An , which is contained in U (resp. V). (i) By (ii), it suffices to consider the case of the affine space A n , which is associated with the ring of polynomials
, where the union is taken over tuples of positive numbers r = (r 1 , . . . , r n ) and E(r) is the closed polydisc of radius r with center at
is a nonempty compact space, and the canonical homomorphism
and Z = Spec(C). By (ii), it suffices to consider the case when Here is an equivalent description of the space X An . For a bounded character χ : k → K to a valuation field K (i.e., a field complete with respect to a valuation), let X (K) χ denote the set of all K-points of X which induce the character χ on k. Furthermore, let X An be the disjoint union of the sets X (K) χ taken over bounded characters χ :
χ , and isometric embeddings K → K and K → K which are compatible with the characters χ and χ , taking x to the points x and x , respectively. It is really an equivalence relation, and the space X An is the set of equivalence classes in X An .
The correspondence X → X
An is functorial in X , and the properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 1.1 are straightforwardly extended to arbitrary schemes of finite type over k. The assumptions in (iii) guarantee application of Chow's Lemma (see [EGAII, 5.6 
.1]).
Proof. We may assume that the scheme X = Spec(A) is affine.
(
An has a closed image. Since the image of the latter in Y An × X An Y An is closed, it follows that the map ϕ An is Hausdorff.
(ii) It suffices to consider the case when
An is compact, and one has Y An = n i=0 E i . It follows that ϕ An is a compact map. (iii) Chow's Lemma reduces the situation to the case considered in (ii).
The case of the Banach ring (C, || ||)
We now consider the case when k is the field of complex numbers C provided with the following Banach norm: For every scheme X of finite type over C, there is a canonical surjective 
Proof. Assume first that X = Spec(A) is affine. The map considered is evidently continuous. It has an inverse map
and, therefore, it is bijective. The inverse map is continuous since the topology on X h ×]0, 1] coincides with the weakest one with respect to which all functions of the form
It is trivial that the homeomorphisms are functorial in X , and they extend to the class of all schemes of finite type over C.
Corollary 2.2. If X is connected, then the topological space X
An is also connected.
, and so the required fact follows from the corresponding facts in complex GAGA ( [Serre] ) and non-Archimedean GAGA ([Ber1, 3.5.3] ). 
The sheaves R q λ * Z are constant and, therefore, E p,q 2 = 0 for all p, q ≥ 0, and the required fact follows.
By Proposition 2.3, if X is proper, there is a homomorphism
Corollary 2.4. If X is proper, the above homomorphism gives rise to an isomorphism 
gives rise to an isomorphism analogous to that of Corollary 2.4. That such an isomorphism exists is shown in [Ber6, Theorem 1.1(c)] using the same reasoning as that used in the proof of Corollary 2.4 (see also Remark 5.3).
(ii) It is very likely that the map X an → X An is a homotopy equivalence at least in the case when X is a proper scheme over F with the property that, for every n ≥ 1, a nonempty intersection of n irreducible components is smooth and of codimension n − 1 (see also Remark 4.4(iii)).
3 Topological spaces associated with algebraic varieties over the ring O C,0
Let X be a scheme of finite type over the local ring O C,0 . We are going to associate with X (the underlying topological spaces of) analytic spaces of three types. The first one is a classical object. This is a complex analytic space X 
, and one has O C,0 = lim
By [EGAIV, §8] , for any scheme X of finite type over O C,0 , there exist r > 0 and a scheme X of finite type over C r −1 T whose base change with respect to the canonical homomorphism C r −1 T → O C,0 is X . By the construction of §1, there is an associated topological space X h , and we denote by X h the preimage of the open disc D(r) = {x ∈ C |T (x)| < r} with respect to the canonical map X h → E(r). The morphism X h → D(r) does not depend, up to a change of r, on the choice of X , and the construction is functorial in X (see Remark 3.3).
Furthermore, for r > 0, let C r −1 T denote the commutative Banach ring of formal power series f =
zero. By [EGAIV, §8] again, for any scheme X of finite type over O C,0 , there exist 0 < r < 1 and a scheme X of finite type over C r −1 T whose base change with respect to the canonical homomorphism C r −1 T → O C,0 is X . By the construction of §1, there is an associated topological space X An , and we denote by X An the preimage of D(r) = {x ∈ A 1 |T (x)| < r} with respect to the canonical map X An → E(r). The map ϕ : X An → D(r) does not depend, up to a change of r, on the choice of X , and the construction is functorial in X (see again Remark 3.3).
Finally, for r > 0, let C{r −1 T } denote the commutative Banach ring of formal power series f = 
The canonical homomorphism C[T ] → C{r −1 T } gives rise to a homeomorphism M(C{r
T } for every 0 < r < 1. Thus, given a scheme X of finite type over O C,0 , we set → E 0 (r). Recall that F denotes the fraction field of O C,0 , and K denotes the completion of F with respect to a fixed valuation, which is determined by its value at T . Let ε be the latter value. The K-analytic space associated with a scheme X of finite type over F is denoted by X an (instead of (X ⊗ F K) an ). 
which commutes with the projections onto ]0, 1] and, in the case of the affine X = Spec(A), is defined by
which, in the case of the affine X = Spec(A), is defined by ρ = |T (x )| and
where the right hand side is the (C, || ||)-analytic space associated with X s in the sense of §2.
Proof. In (i), the converse map ( and, in (iii) , the converse map
The statements (ii) and (iv) are trivial. are in fact pro-objects (i.e., filtered projective systems of objects) of the corresponding categories of analytic spaces (see [Ber3, §2] ). The functoriality of their constructions means that they give rise to functors from the category of schemes of finite type over O C,0 to the corresponding categories of pro-objects.
Corollary 3.2. The open embedding
(ii) Suppose that X is a scheme of finite type over O C,0 for which the 
The main result
Let X be a scheme of finite type over O C,0 . By the previous subsection, for some 0 < r < 1 there is a commutative diagram in which hook and down arrows are open embeddings, left and up arrows are closed embeddings, and all squares are cartesian: The following lemma is a version of Grothendieck's Proposition 3.10.2 from [Gro] . If F is a sheaf on a topological space X, Φ is a family of supports in X, and Y is a subspace of X, then H 
F ) under the restriction homomorphism coincides with the image of H
Remark 4.3. An analog of [Gro, Proposition 3.10 .2] forétale cohomology groups of non-Archimedean analytic spaces is [Ber2, Proposition 6.3.12] . In the formulation of the latter only the assumption that X is a union of all X i 's was made. This is not enough, and one has to make the stronger assumption that X is a union of the topological interiors of all X i 's (it guarantees that
Proof. First of all, by the above remark and the assumptions on X i 's and Φ, for any abelian sheaf G on X one has Γ Φ (X, G)
We claim that, given an injective abelian sheaf J on X and a closed subset
is surjective. Indeed, let g be an element from Γ Φ∩Y (Y, J) and let B be its support. By [God, Ch. II, Theorem 3.3 .1], g is the restriction of a section g of J over an open neighborhood U of B in X. Furthermore, let A ∈ Φ be such that B = A ∩ Y , and let A ∈ Φ be a neighborhood of A in X. Shrinking U, we may assume
is surjective. It follows that there exists an element f ∈ Γ (X, J) whose restriction to U is g and the restriction to X\A is zero. Since the support of f lies in A , one has f ∈ Γ Φ (X, J), and the claim follows.
The claim implies that the pullback of
in which the first and second rows give rise to the groups H q Φ (X, F ) and H q Φ∩Xi (X i , F ), respectively, and the vertical arrows are surjections. The injectivity of the map considered is verified by a simple diagram search in the same way as in the proof of [Ber2, Proposition 6.3.12] , and verification of its surjectivity is even easier (and because of that it was omitted in loc.cit) and goes as follows.
Let
By the remark at the beginning of the proof, there exists an element β ∈ Γ Φ (X, J q ) such that β X i = β i for all i ≥ 1. Then dβ = 0, and the surjectivity follows.
and quasi-unipotent, and let π denote the canonical projection
Both equalities are proved in the same way using Lemma 4.2 as follows.
The equality ( * ). The space D(r) is a union of the closed discs 
Thus, the equality ( * ) is a consequence of the following simple fact:
If L is constant, the above fact follows from the long exact sequence of cohomology with compact supports associated with the maps
It follows easily that the same is true for any unipotent abelian sheaf L. Assume now that L is quasi-unipotent. Then there exists n ≥ 1 such that the pullback of L under the n-power map ϕ :
The equality ( * η ) (see also Remark 4.4(i)). The space D * (r) is a union of the closed annuli 
for all q ≥ 0, and the equality ( * η ) follows from the fact we already verified.
Step 3. It remains to show that, if X is proper and strictly semi-stable over O C,0 , then the unmarked vertical arrows in the extreme left and right columns induce isomorphisms of cohomology groups. In this case, X h s is even a strong deformation retract of X h , by the results of C. H. Clemens (see [Cle, §6] ), and both maps X 
Let X be a scheme of finite type over k [[z] ]. For any number 0 < r < 1, the ring k [[z] ] coincides with the k-affinoid algebra k{r −1 z}, the algebra of analytic functions on the closed disc E(r) ⊂ A 1 (which is canonically homeomorphic to [0, r]), and so there is an associated k-analytic space Y an (r). If r < r , X an (r) is identified with a closed analytic subdomain of X an (r ), we set X an = ∪X an (r). There is a canonical surjective morphism ϕ :
The formal completion X of X along its closed fiber X s is a special formal scheme, and there is a canonical morphism of strictly k-analytic spaces X η → X an whose composition with the above morphism ϕ is induced by the canonical morphism of formal schemes X → X. If X is separated and of finite type over k [[z] ], X η is identified with a closed strictly analytic subdomain of
Assume now that Y be a semi-stable formal scheme over X = Spf(k [[z] ]) (or, more generally, poly-stable in the sense of [Ber5] 
• ). It is a semi-stable formal scheme of H(P ρ ), and (iii) Assume that X is proper and strictly semi-stable over O C,0 . It is very likely that all of the maps in the diagram from the beginning of this section, except those marked by * , are in fact homotopy equivalences.
(iv) It would be interesting to know whether Theorem 4.1 is true for not necessarily proper schemes.
An interpretation of the weight zero subspaces
Let X be a proper scheme over F , and let 0 < r < 1 be small enough so that the isomorphisms H q (X 
Proof. Consider first the case when X = Y η , where Y is a projective strictly semi-stable scheme over O C,0 . By Corollary 2.4, in the commutative diagram of Theorem 4.1 for such Y the maps from the lower row give rise to an isomorthat the isomorphism of Theorem 5.1 also takes place for arbitrary separated schemes of finite type over F . The latter would follow from the validity of Theorem 4.1 for that class of schemes (see Remark 4.4(iv)), and is easily extended to separated smooth schemes. (Recall that the theory of limit mixed Hodge structures on the cohomology groups H q (X h , Q) for separated schemes X of finite type over F is developed in [EZ] .)
